MD i-Pathways Student Process

- Learner completes enrollment form online at www.mdaeo.org and chooses a local program for pre-testing.

- The local IAS immediately receives an email with the prospective learner’s basic information and MD i-Pathways student ID.

  Note: please remember to submit any IAS contact information changes to pc@mdaeo.org

- The learner comes to the local program for pre-testing.

- Local IAS enters learner’s pre-test scores via MD i-Pathways website.
  - Qualifying pre-test scores are CASAS Level C or D reading 238/math 226; TABE Level M, A or D reading 567/math 557.
  - Non-qualified learners should be encouraged to pursue local program offerings and/or retest at another time.

- Once test scores are entered, the MD i-Pathways Program Coordinator immediately receives the pre-test information via email, and an automatic email is generated by our online system informing the learner of their qualification status. Both qualified and non-qualified learners receive an email.
  - Qualified learners are informed that they are on a waiting list for the next available online class. Classes usually start monthly.

- 15-week online class is guided by an i-Pathways instructor. After online class session, the learner is directed to return to the local program for post-testing.

- Local IAS enters learner’s post-test and GED Ready™ scores (if available) via MD i-Pathways website.

- Both local program and MD i-Pathways receive program credit for graduates. In order for learner’s local program to get credit for MD i-Pathways participants/graduates, IAS must enroll and update all learner information in LACES. IAS should claim hours spent testing/orienting learner.